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Ch’ apporta mane, e lascia sera.

Not of men neither by man.
—

May I “consult the auguries of time
And through the human heart explore my way
And look & listen”

This Book is my Savings Bank. I grow richer because I have
somewhere to deposit my earnings; and fractions are worth
more to me because corresponding fractions are waiting here
that shall be made integers by their addition.

—
Boston, 11 December, 1833.

The call of our calling is the loudest call. There are so many
worthless lives, apparently, that to advance a good cause by
telling one anecdote or doing one great act seems a worthy
reason for living.——When a poor man thanked Richard
Reynolds for his goodness, he said, “Do you thank the clouds
for rain?” The elder Scipio said, “he had given his enemies as
much cause to speak well of him as his friends.” Fontenelle
said “I am a Frenchman. I am sixty years old, & I never have
treated the smallest virtue with the smallest ridicule.”

——Took possession of my chamber at Mr Pelletier’s, Tuesday
10 Dec.

Alexander gave away the conquered provinces,—“And what
have you left for yourself ?” “Hope”; replied the hero.—“How
do the wise differ from the unwise?” was the question put
to Bias. He replied, “In a good hope.” It is the true heroism
& the true wisdom. Hope. The wise are always cheerful. The
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reason is, (& it is a blessed reason,) that the eye sees that the
ultimate issues of all things are good. There is always a pre-
sumption in favor of a cheerful view.

14 Dec. I please myself with contemplating the felicity of my
present situation. May it last. It seems to me singularly free &
it invites me to every virtue & to great improvement.

The plough displaces the spade, the bridge the watermen,
the press the scrivener.

The Siphon. Reaumur’s angles of bee-cells. Smeaton built
Eddystone lighthouse on the model of an oaktree as being the
form in nature designed to resist best a constant assailing
force. Dollond (?) formed his achromatic telescope on the
model of the human eye. The Caraibs in Guiana use the
sheaths of their palm tree to evaporate seawater for its salt,
drawing the hint from Nature. Du Hamel built a bridge by let-
ting in a piece of stronger timber for the middle of the under
surface, getting a hint from the shin bone. See Bell on the
Hand.

December 19. The moral of your piece should be cuneiform
& not polygonal. Judge of the success of the piece by the ex-
clusive prominence it gives to the subject in the minds of all
the audience.

2 January, 1834. The year, the year, but I have no thoughts for
time. It occurs that a selection of natural laws might be easily
made from botany, hydraulics, natural philosophy, &c. which
should at once express also an ethical sense. Thus, ‘Water con-
fined in pipes will always rise as high as its source’. ‘A hair line
of water is a balance for the ocean if its fount be as high’.
“Durable trees make roots first,” C. reads. A cripple in the
right road beats a racer in the wrong road. “Fractures well
cured make us more strong.” Action & reaction are equal.
Concentrated nourishment is unhealthy; there must be mix-
ture of excrement.
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January 3. To Goethe there was no trifle. Glauber picked up
what every body else threw away. Cuvier made much of hum-
blest facts. The lower tone you take the more flexible your
voice is. The whole landscape is beautiful though the particu-
lars are not. “You never are tired whilst you can see far.”

There is no weakness no exposure for which we cannot find
consolation in the thought—Well ’tis a part of my constitu-
tion, part of my relation & office to my fellow creature. I like
to see the immense resources of the creature.—5 January.
“Newton”, says Fourrier, “knew not yet the perfections of the
Universe.” “What La Place called great, was really great.” I
read in Herbert a beautiful verse, a high example of what the
rhetorician calls the moral sublime.

“Ah, my dear God! though I am clean forgot,
Let me not love thee, if I love thee not.”

12 January. I was well pleased with Dr Bradford’s view of
judgment the other day. Particular men are designated as per-
sons of good judgment. It is merely that they are persons of
experience in such affairs as interest most men. Their opinion
on any question where they have not experience is worthless.
Men of good sense act in certain conjunctures in a most imbe-
cile manner. It is because it is their first trial. Others act with
decision & success. It is because they have made many trials
before & of course got through their failures. Then some men
reserve their opinion & so never speak foolishly. Others pub-
lish every opinion they hold, & so though the first thoughts of
all were equally ineffectual & foolish yet the abstemious have
the credit of forming sound opinions the first time & the
prompt speakers, if of active & advancing minds, are always
uttering absurdities.

January 19. What is it that interests us in biography? Is there
not always a silent comparison between the intellectual &
moral endowments portrayed & those of which we are con-
scious? The reason why the Luther, the Newton, the Bona-
parte concerning whom we read, was made the subject of
panegyric, is, that in the writer’s opinion, in some one respect
this particular man represented the idea of Man. And as far as
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